
Society Proceedings
COMING MEETINGS

American Medical Association, Atlantic City, June 22-26.
Am. Assn. of Pathologists and Bacteriologists, Toronto, Apr. 10-11.
American Surgical Association, New York, April 9-11.
California State Medical Society, Santa Barbara, April 14-16.
Georgia Medical Association, Atlanta, April 14-16.
Louisiana State Medical Society, New Orleans, April 20-23.
Mississippi State Medical Association, Columbus, April 11-16.
.Missouri Valley Medical Society. Lincoln, Neb., Mar. 20-27.
New York State Medical Society. New York, April 28.-30.
South Carolina Medical Association. Florence, April 14-16.
Tennessee State Medical Association, Memphis, April 7-9.

CONFERENCE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION
Held in Chicago. Feb. $.1,, ISO,

The Tenth Annual Conference of the Council on Medical
Education of the American Medical Association was held
February 24. There were 244 registered delegates and guests.

The session was presided over by Dr. Arthur Dean Bevan
of Chicago, who, in his address, discussed three subjects:
Medicine, a function of the state; clinical professors in uni¬
versity medical colleges, and the hospital year. The first
portion is published elsewhere in this issue of The Journal.
The second and third portion^ (in abstract) were as follows:

Clinical Professors in University Medical Schools
The men who are in favor of extending this practice to

the clinical chairs say that inasmuch as it has been shown
that it is best to have men who are not engaged in private
practice teach anatomy and pathology, it follows that it
would be best to have men who are not in private practice
teach medicine and surgery. With this fundamental propo¬
sition, this new experiment is to be tried. The men who are

responsible for this experiment are non-medical and non-clini¬
cal men. Clinical teachers know that in the very nature of
things the teaching of anatomy and pathology is in no way
parallel to the teaching of medicine and surgery, because the
teaching of medicine and surgery are inseparably associated
with the practice of medicine and surgery.

The men who should decide this important question are

the clinicians in our better medical schools, the members of
the special clinical societies, such as the Congress of American
Physicians and Surgeons and its component bodies, the Ameri¬
can Surgical Association, the American Ophthalmological
Society and like bodies, composed as they are of the best meii
in these special fields of clinical work, and also the men in
the various sections of the American Medical Association,
the sections on medicine, surgery and the specialties. Would
it not be unwise for any group of men outside of these bodies
to formulate and attempt to institute an organization of
clinical departments without the cooperation and endorsement
of these clinicians? It cannot in fairness be said that the
medical profession itself has been slow to make improvements
and advances in medical instruction, and that it requires the
stimulus and assistance of outside agencies to urge it on to
further advances and improvements, because, as a matter of
fact, in no other field of human effort have greater advances
been made in the last thirty years than in medicine, and in
no other department of education during this time have
greater advances been made than in medical education.

The head of a clinical department in the medical faculty
should be three things : first, a great clinician ; second, a

trained teacher, and third, a qualified research worker. He
should be placed on the same basis as any other university
professor and on the same salary and position in the faculty,
provided, however, that nothing in this position conflicts with
his retaining his place in the medical profession and in the
community as a recognized authority in his special field of
practice, and with his remaining in close touch with the
practice of medicine and the medical profession.

The head of a clinical department should have under him
the necessary number of associates and assistants, younger
men from 25 to 40, on living salaries enabling them to devote
the major portion of their time to teaching and research, and
if a university clinical department has any considerable
amount of money at its disposal it should be largely used
to pay for living salaries to these younger men who are

devoting the most productive period of their lives to teaching
and research in clinical medicine.

The Hospital Year
The profession in each state must through the efforts of

state and county medical societies educate the people, and
through the press carry on a vigorous campaign of education
such as will result in the people demanding the creation of
machinery and appropriations which will give them the pro¬
tection and benefits of modern scientific medicine. [Dr.
Bevan's conclusions are as follows:]

1. There are enough hospital places in the country to pro¬
vide hospital internships for all those now graduating in
medicine.

2. Correspondence with a number of our better schools
reveals practical unanimity in favor of adopting the com¬

pulsory intern year.
3. The feeling is fairly general that this requirement should

be enforced by the state licensing boards.
4. The practical solution of the question should be brought

about by the medical school or schools in each state petition¬
ing the state licensing board to adopt a ruling, making such
hospital year compulsory, or when necessary to secure the
needed modification of the medical act.

5. The adoption of this hospital year requirement should be
made compulsory by state boards on students entering
October, 1914, so as to put it in force on the men who come

up for graduation in 1919. This will give ample time for a

complete investigation of the hospital situation of the country
and for each school to put itself in touch with the hospitals
within its sphere of influence and thereby provide opportuni¬
ties for its graduates. The time will also be sufficient for
the state boards to develop the necessary machinery to put
the requirement in force.

The Danger to the Maintenance of High Standards from
Excessive Formalism

A. Lawrence Lowell, president of Harvard University,
presented a paper on this subject which is reproduced in full
elsewhere in this issue.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Victor C. Vaughan, Ann Arbor, Mich.: President
Lowell does not object to the requirements, as I understand
it, but to the administration of them. He agrees with all
of us 1 think that iio man is fit to study medicine unless he
is pretty thoroughly acquainted with the fundamental facts
in the physical, chemical and biologic sciences. Medicine con¬
sists of the application of the discoveries of science to the
prevention or the cure of disease. The facts of the biologic,
physical and chemical sciences are the pabulum on which
medicine feeds. Without these sciences, everything that goes
under the name of medicine is fraud, sham and superstition.
Medicine can advance no further than the sciences on which
it is based, and it is perfectly preposterous to think of teach¬
ing any one medicine without the possession on the part of
that person of the fundamental facts of those sciences; and
with all due respect to Harvard University, it has demon¬
strated this fact, because for many years Harvard University
required only short courses in chemistry for admission among
the sciences. It demanded a bachelor's degree, but the man

who had the bachelor's degree need not have anything more
in the sciences than short courses, and I think that the Har¬
vard men are now quite thoroughly convinced that this is
not the way to teach medicine.

There are difficulties in the administration of the require¬
ments for the study of medicine, I do not think they are
ideal at all, but I believe they are practical, and with some

difficulty they can be administered.
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As to languages, the professor of pathology of the Uni¬
versity of Michigan. College of Medicine and Surgery, requires
that students read Ziegler ia German. Most of the instructors
in (lie first two years require of every student during each
semester a translation from some current article or some

article in some current medical or scientific journal, leaving
the choice between German and French.

No man, I care not if he has the genius of Daniel Webster
or the wisdom of a Solomon, can properly study medicine
without a knowledge of the fundamental sciences on which
medicine is based.

Administering the Preliminary College Year in Physics,
Chemistry, Biology and Modern Language

A paper on this subject was presented by Dr. Rich .mid H.
Whitehead, dean of the Department of Medicine of the Uni¬
versity of Virginia, Charlottesville, which appears in full else¬
where in this issue.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Paul G. Woolley, Cincinnati: The ideas of good medi¬
cal colleges may be stated as follo\vs :

1. A good medical school does not intend to assist in add¬
ing to the numerical burdens already heavy on the profession;
it intends that the men it sends out shall be morally and
scientifically lit, even if they be few in number.

2. It does not intend to let down its standards for the sake
of students.

3. Students must be taught not only the present needs of
medicine, but they must be taught to look ahead, be watch¬
ful and keep in touch with the future developments in their
profession.

4. The duty of a medical faculty is not, primarily, to
train men to make a living from the practice of medicine,
but to make them agents of social improvement.

The students who indicate a preference for medicine should
during the last two years of the elementary school, be given
training in botany and in introductory physiology. These
subjects will serve to test their interest, and cannot fail to
be of value, no matter what the outcome. Drawing and Eng¬
lish, during these years, should be taught in connection with
the scientific courses; German and mathematics could also
be given a vocational bearing.

Good medical schools now require six years of preliminary
preparation beyond the elementary school. I believe that this
requirement could be reduced to five, at most, and that four
of these years, which should include what is now the first
year of college, should be spent in the high school, leaving
but one additional year to be occupied by university work.
This at least could be done in the case of students who
announce a desire to prepare for medicine at the beginning
of the high-school course. An alternative would be for the
high school to prepare students for the university in three
years, and allow them to spend their two premedicai aca¬
demic years in the higher institution. The reason the medical
school is obliged now to send the graduates of the high
schools to the university for two years before it can accept
them is chiefly that their preparation in science is deficient.

Mr. Michael F. Guyer, Madison, Wis. : At the beginning
of the introductory course in biology, the student should be
Riveli some motive or general point of view to keep him
properly oriented. In my own work I have found the practice
of giving students at the outset a few simple principles of
interpretation—which are equally applicable to all animals,
or plants, either, for that matter, from the lowest to the
highest—has always been of great service in helping them
to see all facts in their proper relations. They soon come to
realize that any special technicality, which for the present
may be engaging their attention, is after all only a detail
of the general simple principles with which they are already
familiar.

If the premedicai student is to have a second year of
biologic training I should say that it might well be given up
mainly to embryology and to comparative anatomy of verte¬
brates. To be sure, he will get some mammalian and human
embryolosv in his medical training, but experience has shown

that be gets incomparably more out of this if he has had a

preliminary course on the simpler development of such forms
as the frog and chick. While a course in comparative anatomy
is perhaps a less indispensable prerequisite, nevertheless a
student who has followed the same fundamental organ-
systems, from their first comparatively simple condition in
primitive vertebrates through their increasing complexity in
successive higher forms, has a much broader understanding of
anatomy and a more intelligent comprehension of the meaning
of human structures than the student who has had only
dissection of the human cadaver with perhaps a perfunctory
preliminary dissection of some such mammal as the cat.

Lastly, I think it may be justly urged that a modest course
is well worth while somewhere in the curriculum that will
give premedicai students a clear-cut biologic insight into the
problems of human life, particularly the phases pertaining to
human heredity.

In conclusion, in my opinion, not only should the course
in biology supply the student with a certain necessary modi¬
cum of biologic facts, but if it is to attain its highest effi¬
ciency, it must also leave him with an increased problem-
raising, problem-solving attitude of mind, and inculcate in
him accuracy of observation and independence of judgment.

Charles R. Mann, Associate Professor of Physics, Uni-
veisity of Chicago, gave at length the reasons why physics
is a stumbling-block in premedicai work, and why it does not
tend to encourage students in the use of a scientific method
of thinking.
Hospitals and Their Relation to Medical Colleges and the

Training of Interns
Dr. Christian R. Holmes, dean of the Ohio-Miami Med¬

ical College of the University of Cincinnati, then presented
an illustrated paper on "Hospitals and Their Relation to
Medical Colleges and the Training of Interns," which is pre¬
sented in full on another page.

DISCUSSION

Dr. John L. Heffron, Syracuse, N. Y. : The ideal con¬
dition is for a college to own or control its own hospital, and
to have it officered by teachers in medicine, surgery and the
various legitimate specialties who are sufficiently remuner¬
ated to permit them to devote the greater part of their time
to teaching and to research, but not so much of it as to
deprive them of the opportunity to come in touch with prac¬
titioners of medicine or surgery as consultants, or to deprive
a community of the benefits of their labor and experience.
Such an ideal would necessitate the control, not only of gen¬
eral hospitals, but of all the hospitals that are of necessity
differentiated from general hospitals, as the hospitals for con¬

tagious diseases, including tuberculosis, the hospitals for men¬
tal diseases, the hospitals for women and children, and those
for the treatment of surgical specialties, etc.

The greatest value of hospital training to an intern is the
putting on him of responsibility. Hitherto he has had oppor¬
tunities and duties only. It is the assumption of personal
responsibility and the realization of a personal obligation to
lie accurate, logical, resourceful and honest twenty-four hours
in every day that transforms the medical student into a safe
practitioner of medicine.

Dr. Walter L. Bierring, Des Moines, Iowa: It is clearly
evident that a hospital year must be added to the require¬
ments lor practice. Medical colleges, therefore, will do well
to anticipate the action of the Council on Medical Education
and of licensing boards, because I feel that in a few years
all licensing boards will generally adopt this requirement.

Dr. J. M. Baldy, Philadelphia, favored the hospital year and
said: The cry in regard to the hospital year, as was shown
last year, was the fear that it could not be carried out. In
the first place, it was thought that there were not sufficient
hospitals; second, that the hospitals could not be adequately
controlled; and third, that the working scheme, if it were

controlled, would not be an efficient one. In trying out the
hospital year in Pennsylvania we have all these difficulties to
contend with. We propose to feel our way carefully and have
gone at the solution of the matter in that spirit.
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Preliminary Draft of the Report of the Committee
to Investigate Graduate Medical

Instruction
The report was presented by Dr. H. D. Arnold, Boston.

The other members of the committee are Drs. Arthur Dean
Bevan and N. P. Colwell.

The report says: It is not practical to have a sharp
dividing-line between the courses of the undergraduate and
of the graduate schools on the basis of the grade of the work.
The academic idea of the relation of the graduate school is
modified to meet the practical problem of what is reasonably
demanded by the graduates.

We believe that it is desirable that the field of graduate
medical instruction should be made even more extensive than
this, and that it should include courses equivalent to the
elementary as well as to the advanced courses of the under¬
graduate school. Many graduates for various reasons recog¬
nize sooner or later the need of reviewing these elementary
courses or of studying them more thoroughly than they did
during their medical course. Moreover, what is elementary in
the best schools is advanced work for graduates of poorer
schools. Many graduates who are desirous of increasing their
medical knowledge are not equipped to take advantage of
advanced courses. For such physicians courses of an ele¬
mentary character should be provided. As a rule, the curric¬
ulum in the undergraduate school is poorly adapted to the
needs of these men, and it is more practical to have courses
in these subjects specially organized for them by the graduate
schools.

If the graduate school is to meet the needs of graduates in
medicine, as they now exist in this country; and if it is to
render the greatest service to the profession and to the com¬

munity it should provide courses in medicine varying from
elementary to the most advanced. From the point of view
of the community, it is the most poorly prepared physicians
who should be most encouraged to improve their medical
knowledge and experience.

The objects of graduate medical instruction may be enumer¬
ated as follows : ( 1 ) to offer advanced instruction and oppor¬
tunities for research; (2) to prepare physicians for special
fields of work; (3) to offer opportunities for review, and for
keeping in touch with the advances in medical science since
the physician graduated, and (4) to make up the deficiencies
in previous medical education.

As a matter of benefit to the public, any earnest, reputable
practitioner, licensed by the proper authorities to practice
medicine on the public, should be allowed to take such courses
as he is qualified for by previous training and experience.

On this basis a graduate of the poorest school might legiti¬
mately be admitted for instruction in a graduate medical
fchool if ho is already a licensed practitioner of medicine.
A sharp line should be drawn, however, against graduates of
schools which give an inadequate training, if the graduates
are not legally registered.

It is generally recognized that the loose regulations about
granting certificates for postgraduate work often result in a

definite evil. Such a certificate usually has a form similar to
a diploma. It is suitable for display and is calculated to
impress the public. Ordinary persons are apt to regard such
a certificate, displayed in a doctor's office, in much the same

light as a degree, and they look on its possessor as a full-
fledged specialist in any subject mentioned on the certificate.
Advantage is taken of this by unscrupulous physicians who
pose as specialists without any real justification in the knowl¬
edge or experience they have gained. Such practice is little
short of quackery. The American Medical Association should
use its influence to correct this evil, for the whole profession
suffers in reputation on account of the poor work done by
such so-called specialists.

There can be no uniform admission requirements of an

educational character. While the scope of a graduate school
may reach from the elementary to the most advanced courses,
few schools will be able to cover satisfactorily the range of
such studies.

Whether or not it will be wise to attempt a. classification
of graduate schools remains to be seen. It is evident that
any system of classification must be more complicated than
the present classification of medical schools. One school may
have excellent opportunities for instruction in clinical sub¬
jects, but may be very poor in the laboratory courses, or the
reverse may be true. Schools should be encouraged to do only
such work as they can do well, but they should in some way
receive proper recognition for good work, no matter how
limited the field is. In a medical center, where there are two
or more schools, it would seem desirable to arrange some plan
for cooperation between the schools in graduate instruction.
Each school can do the work for which it is best equipped,
or in which it is most interested.

The more the subject of graduate instruction is studied, the
more important it appears in relation to the proper care of
the public. The object of the Council is to be helpful to
those schools which wish to give good instruction of this sort,
and to gather reliable information for the benefit of those who
are seeking such instruction.

Other Proceedings of the Conference
Dr. G. T. Monod, Vichy, France, was introduced and said

he had been commissioned by the Minister of Public Instruc¬
tion to visit America, make observations, and report on gradu¬
ate medical instruction. He had thus far visited Boston,
Baltimore and New York, and his expectations had been sur¬

passed with regard to the excellence and thoroughness of
teaching done in the medical schools of those cities. He pre¬
dicted that before long the best men in France and other
countries would cross the ocean to avail themselves of the
marvelous opportunities for research offered in America.

Dr. E. P. Lyon, dean of the University of Minnesota Med¬
ical School, Minneapolis, said that he was certain that edu¬
cators in general would be very loath to extend the term
"graduate instruction" to include all the things mentioned
in the report of the committee.

Dr. R. W. Powell, registrar, Ottawa, Ont., gave a short
historical summary of what has been done in Canada by the
system known as the Dominion medical registration. Hi»
paper is reproduced entire on another page.

Dr. William L. Rodman, Philadelphia, spoke of the feasi¬
bility of establishing a voluntary national board of exami¬
ners whose standard would be so high that it might be recog¬
nized by all of the state boards.

Dr. Casey A. Wood, Chicago, spoke in favor of reciprocity
between states, but urged the necessity of establishing uni¬
form requirements for practice in the various states.

A vote of thanks to Dr. Bevan, chairman of the conference,
for the able and impartial manner in which he had presided
over the deliberations of the meeting, which was proposed by
Dr. Abraham Jacobi, and seconded by several members,
brought the conference to a close.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting, held in Chicago, Feb. 25, 1911,

The President, Dr. Elias P. Lyon, Minneapolis, in the Chair

Officers Elected
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

president, Dr. Isadore Dyer, Tulane University; vice-president,
Dr. Charles R. Bardeen, University of Wisconsin; secretary-
treasurer, Dr. Fred. C. Zapfle, 3431 Lexington Street, Chicago;
members executive council, Dr. William J. Means, chairman,
Ohio State University; Dr. Randolph Winslow, University of
Maryland; Dr. Egbert Le Fevre, University and Bellevue Hos¬
pital Medical College; Dr. F. C. Waite, Western Reserve Uni¬
versity; Dr. E. P. Lyon, University of Minnesota, the presi¬
dent and the secretary.

Dr. William J. Means was appointed delegate to the Coun¬
cil on Medical Education, and Dr. Fred. C. Zapffe, delegate to
the Federation of State Medical Boards.
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Report of Committee on Medical Education and Pedagogics
Dr. Isadore Dyer, New Orleans : A questionnaire was sent

to every college in membership in this association to state
in exact terms facts concerning its organization, methods and
opinions concerning the following questions:

1. How does the intending student of medicine formulate
his entrance credits with your school?

There is no uniformity in the method of establishing
entrance credits. High schools are accepted as standard with¬
out referendum to any authoritative source of final standard¬
ization. No systematic basis can be formulated until some
central authority, like the Carnegie Foundation, the General
Education Board or a national examining board will provide
a list of acceptable high schools, derived from the whole of
the United States. The credits for college work are mostly
accepted on the estríñate of the college issuing them. No
standard form of requirements seem to be in use.

The committee concludes as regulations have been pro¬
mulgated by this association covering the basis for entrance
credits either from the high school or the college that some

systematic forms should be devised by which all colleges in
membership should have uniform methods of evaluation of
credits, so set out that the student transferring from one

college to another might do so with credits easily understood
as standard.

2. Give detailed statement of courses required in each year
for M.D. degree, branch, composition, hours, scope of labora¬
tory work.

3. Would you suggest changes in present'arrangement?
The general conclusion must be drawn that each college

arranges its work on a plan which suits its own opportuni¬
ties best, and not with a view to coordinating with other
institutions. The number of hours in each year varies con¬

siderably, as does the distribution of subjects of instruction.
The absence of uniformity argues the need of a special report
by this committee, with a view of establishing a basis through
which the credits from one college may be acceptable on their
face value to another college of the same rating.

4. Is your work arranged in half-year periods, so that stu¬
dents may transfer to any year from another college to your
college? What are the conditions for transfer?

It would seem that there is room for entertaining the value
to be placed on students migrating from one college to another
in midterm. Often potent reasons are advanced for such
transfer and enough colleges permit such to argue the recog¬
nition of this practice when the curriculum will allow it.

5. What curricular outline do you propose for the projected
fifth year, when it is required?

6. Does your institution propose to require a fifth or sixth
hospital year? How will you satisfy this requirement?

The conclusions are that very few colleges want a fifth year
and that the large majority of the colleges in membership
will not inaugurate a fifth year as a part of the regular cur¬

riculum, unless forced to do so; that the available hospital
provisions under college control or direction will prevent any
general adoption of a hospital year as part of the college
course, no matter how much it may be desired.

6. (Continued.) Will you express an opinion as to the
method and desirability of making the fifth year elective, but
that a specified number of subjects should be taken, with a

specified number of total hours, divided among required major
and minor subjects?

The preponderating objection to an elective fifth year as

replacing the intern year apparently disposes of this question;
but as state boards of examiners are yet debating the alter¬
native it would be well to entertain the question as one

simply laid on the table and not entirely relegated.
If and when the hospital year is required either before the

degree is conferred, or after the degree with added credit,
there must be provision in acceptable hospitals for all gradu¬
ates who hope to qualify before state boards. It seems

unlikely that this hospital provision will come for some time,
and even if there are enough hospitals of proper grade to
supply places for interns, the further condition is evident that
there must be concert or agreement with medical colleges, by

which proper work may be afforded and proper supervision
enforced so as to satisfy the necessary credits.

In the meantime a considerable percentage of graduates
will be without hospital appointments, and without an alter¬
native to offer state boards or even the colleges requiring the
intern year. Some state boards accept this position as one

needing provision and the postgraduate year of clinical work
done at a hospital, or a year in research or public health ser¬
vice is accepted.

The intern must have exceptional place in a well-organized
hospital to get all the clinical work he needs, and it is not
an uncommon thing for the clinical student, not an intern,
to get a larger variety of work than does the intern.

The question has been submitted in good faith as one of
I number imminent in the medical problems of to-day and it
has received a fair consideration.

Should a Hospital Internship Be Required as a Prerequisite
to Graduation?

Dr. John M. Dodson, Chicago: With the state of Penn¬
sylvania requiring an intern year as a prerequisite to a

diploma, and with the hospitals clamoring for interns who
cannot be supplied, the question of an intern year is no

longer one for discussion. The advantages of such a require¬
ment are evident. In the first place, it would lead to a bet¬
ter correlation of the work between the college and the hos¬
pital. In the second place, it would give the college and the
hospital a hold on the intern, to the end that it could compel
him to fulfil his contract, and. third, the diploma would stand
for a complete medical education, corresponding to the degrees
conferred abroad in the foreign schools.

Hospitals must devise methods of administration whereby
this intern year shall be a real educational year. The best
pedagogic results are attained by a departmental service, so
that the intern shall do one thing long enough to learn to do
it well. When the service is so administered that an intern
who has spent a year in one department can secure an exten¬
sion of six months or a year in another department, it makes
a well'-rounded and satisfactory service. There should also
be a resident physician or surgeon whose business it is to
conduct the medical work of the hospital under the direction
of the staff, and see that the interns do their duty, and that
they are properly instructed. The solution of the hospital
problem must come about by some sort of affiliation by spe¬
cific contract, by which the medical work is absolutely in
control of the faculty of the college. In such an arrangement
both contracting parties have certain duties. The college is
obligated to furnish interns who are adequately trained for
the service. I should also make it a provision of the fifth
year that every intern shall do some piece of work of a

research or investigative character, and embody his results
in a thesis. The intern must have decent quarters and decent
food. Extramural members of the faculty should serve as

instructors to these interns, and meet the faculty from time
to time. The faculty ought to have some control over

appointments. It should have the right to protest against the
appointment of any person it does not deem fit. The hos¬
pital should not limit its appointments to the students from
one school. The term of service ought to be as nearly uni¬
form as possible, and I should like to see it made a year,
with the privilege of a six or twelve months' extension. This
five-year arrangement is of more importance to the hospital
than to the college. The college needs the hospital, but the
hospital needs the college more, because it needs the quicken¬
ing, elevating influence of a teaching organization.

discussion

Dr. W. S. Carter, Galveston, Tex.: An intern year is per¬
haps the most important part of one's medical training, but
the conditions that obtain in a large city do not obtain in
the smaller cities. For instance, we are now placing prob¬
ably fifteen interns in different hospitals in Texas, and as

many more in hospitals outside of the state, yet we cannot
at present secure enough places for all our graduates. Further¬
more, we cannot control the hospital work. The work is not
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uniform or organized, and it seems unreasonable to expect a
medical college to give credit for that sort of work, or even
to require it for the degree. It seems a much more reason¬
able arrangement to have this requirement come from the
state board of medical examiners than from the medical col¬
leges. Until the hospitals can be improved, until there can
be some standardization, until we can secure cooperation
between the hospitals and the medical schools, it seems

impossible to require this fifth or intern year. The matter
of continuous service in one department seems a mistake.
Undoubtedly, it is the best thing for the hospital and for
the staff, but it is not for the intern. He should not specialize
until he has rounded out his training in every service.

Dr. John L. Heffron, Syracuse, N. Y. : I am in accord
with the idea that the degree of Doctor of Medicine ought
to be withheld until after the student has passed a term of
service in the hospital. I am ready to advocate that every
student shall require of a man who wishes to practice medi¬
cine at least one year of hospital work.

Dr. B. R. Shurly, Detroit: We have established an elec¬
tive fifth year and we are able to supervise the instruction.
The student can be given his examination at the end of his
elective fifth year, and the college can have the absolute
appointive power in the various hospitals. I would rather
see a man take an intern service of one year than to be
compelled to take the two years preliminary college work.

The Teaching of Medicine
Dr. Charles Hugh Neilson, St. Louis: If we should

devise some method by which the student could carry the
facts of anatomy and chemistry to physiology, and the facts
of the fundamentals to the clinical years, the problems of
teaching would be solved. This can be done by the correla¬
tion of related ideas in an elastic curriculum. Too few clinici¬
ans know of the work being done in the first two years, and
many men in the first two years have no real conception of
the work done in the last two years because they are non-
medical men or' they are too wrapped up in their own prob¬
lems. These things are so, first, because little or no attempt
is made to develop mutual interest between the two lines
of work, and secondly, because lack of sympathetic relation¬
ship is the natural outgrowth of the departmental idea.
Departments are made up of specialists who are engrossed
with their own problems, and are heedless of related prob¬
lems. Specialism in clinical medicine gives the patient a
better chance for life and health, but the specialist as a
teacher of medicine has made medical education piecemeal.
Specialism is and should be the foundation of medical teach¬
ing, but it should be a correlated specialism. A conference
of the departments of physiology, anatomy and neurology to
discuss the teaching of diseases of the nervous system might
make a difficult subject more easy. The same is true of every
other subject. Every subject should be taught by a master.
Research work should be encouraged, but a fair proportion of
the research worker's time should be demanded for actual
teaching in the lecture-hall and laboratory. These great men
should be an inspiration. The trouble lies in attempting to
teach too much in detail instead of along general lines. The
pendulum of laboratory and experimental work has swung
far beyond its normal are. Each department in the college
attempts to fill the educational cup full. Let us teach more

by teaching less. Our laboratories are too often mentality
deadeners. In the clinical years the same waste of time,
material and ability is often found. The teaching here should
be t3'pe teaching. It is a waste to attempt to teach with too
much material, quite as much so as with too little. I believe
in the laboratory, but I am convinced that we are not getting
the best results from it. Let us bind our whole medical struc¬
ture together with a correlation of related ideas.

Teaching of Surgery
Dr. Arthur Dean Bevan, Chicago: In most of our medi¬

cal schools we have too many men in the clinical department.
Many are taken into the department because of their con¬

nection with some hospital, which will furnish the school with

a certain amount of instruction. I am able to handle my
department with about twenty-five men. In some schools,
as is the case abroad, the unit system prevails; that is, one
man is the head of one unit at one hospital, another man at
another hospital, and so on. This may be a good plan where
there are many students, but not where the classes number
about a hundred men. In addition to the head of the depart¬
ment there should be about ten men to help carry the burden.
It would be desirable if these men were salaried so that they
could devote all or the largest part of their time to the work.
I should not like to see the head of the department a full-
time, salaried man, not expected to do any practice, and turn¬
ing into the treasury of the institution any fees which may
come to him from consultation work. It would be much more

desirable to adopt the German plan, giving the head of the
department a good salary for the major part of his time, and
allowing him to devote some of his time to outside work,
provided it is done in his hospital, or in connection with the
clinical hospital in which he is teaching, with the same assist¬
ants, the same staff and the same clinical laboratory which
he uses in his regular teaching work. If there is much money
to be paid for salaries, it should go to the ten men who are

carrying the burden of the department.
For a class of 100 students a hospital with at least seventy-

five beds is necessary. Billroth did all his teaching with
eighty beds. That would mean probably a teaching hospital
of 300 beds or more for 100 senior students. Overshadowing
the hospital, so far as clinical instruction in surgery is con¬

cerned, is the free dispensary or outpatient department,
because it furnishes the right sort of material for the stu¬
dents. For teaching in internal medicine the hospital material
is of more value. I should like to emphasize the importance
of the outpatient material in the teaching of surgery. For
a school of 100 students, 15,000 surgical cases a year, includ¬
ing genito-urinavy and orthopedic cases, would be the num¬
ber needed to do the work creditably. We should demand of
each man that he be a trained clinician, a trained teacher,
and qualified to do some research work. Nothing is more

important in the surgical department than well-equipped clini¬
cal and research laboratories. I think that some of the time
allotted to surgery should be given to surgical anatomy, sur¬

gical pathology, clinical and conference courses, genito-urinary
surgery, orthopedics, and work on the cadaver, as well as to
the clinics. The amount of time that can be devoted to hos¬
pital training in the senior year is so inadequate that it is
to be regarded simply as an introduction to the intern year
which is to follow.

(To be continued)
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